








[1918-10-14; #17; letter from Minerva Crowell in France to mother Louisa in East 
Dennis; envelope marked “#17,” postmarked “Army, Bordeaux, Oct 17, 1918”:] 

Oct. 14.   Well, I have letters from Gertrude, Maria, Rea & Flossie to it is 
time for me to get busy, & whoever I write I imagine the others will hear it.   
Just now, I am having an easy restful time but even when I go back this 
P.M. all may be changed    That is the way it is here.   I think I wrote we 
were taken from our clinic & put to help on the Influenza wards.   I got with 
a lovely nurse who started me in & soon she was given two wards so she put 
me in one & I was beginning to learn about it.   Then she got sick & an army 
nurse came along so now I am just a light helper.   I do things with beds, 
diets, linen closets, also hot rubs, temp. etc but no responsibility or book 
work.   You know one of the principal things is signing requisitions for 
things & making records.   The first was certainly easy as the Ward Master 
& Orderlies [--]en all the things wanted & I never got into the records very 
far.   The patients change fast & I get to recognize only a few before a new lot 
is in.   My ward is not a sick one somost are up during the day.   When more 
nurses arrive or the influenza lets up we shall go to our own work as it is a 
shame to deny so many who need it hbadly.   We like the nurse’s hours very 
much as it gives a rest during each day also there is far less strain than the 
constant attention of treating one case after another each so different.   I did 
have a good time the few days I was starting to run my own ward [over page] 
tho.   & When the other nurse is off hours I have the two wards.   I guess 
that is enough about the work.   The principal excitement at the moment is 
peace talk & it is so different in different groups.   I have seldom had time 
for news so have gotten out of the way of reading the paper even when I get 
hold of it now.   Miles of lumber train unpack before our barracks daily so if 
peace comes before our hospital is finished we can build most anything else 
– some wooden ships to bring us home.   The coolies are being replaced by 
prisoners in their pea green uniforms.   They are little & big, old & young & 
pile lumber & cart rubbish about like other day laborers.   The weather is 
rather rainy & chill but still nice out between times only there is very little to 
do.   My roommate & a girl I do things with are on night duty so I see them 
only at supper & the rest of us have rest hours at different times so a 
hurried interview at meals is all that keeps us in touch.   Our Head is also 
nursing & hasn’t time for our concerns either.   But we enjoy all that 
happens & [next page] the principal worry is how you folks will keep warm.   
I think I shall do alright & need nothing but woolen stockings which I can 
buy later.   I wear bloomers & alternate between Marjorys Mildreds sweater 
tho I am knitting one also.   I lost my rubbers.   Wish I couls send you some 
Christmas things but it seems a complicated affair.   I believe we can have 
boxes 9x12x3 inches & 3 lbs but this is hearsay.   I guess that wont admit 
many jelly glasses but I can wait.   We still get chocolate candy (cheap 
variety) occasionally & I use it to fill out the lunches.   Rea is sending some 
which will be a treat.   We bought & cooked some lovely mushrooms & 
altogether fare wonderfully well but Mil. will not have to stock up with any 



canned soup for my homecoming.   I believe a lb of peas molasses cookies & 
two of educators would go the farthest but if it is overweight you have to 
repack.   A few forgee pieces like my clothes could be used for wrapping etc.   
I have not been able to get any war relics foryou yet as those things get left 
at other hospitals on the way.   Will time and paper are going out so I will 
send this to Maria & Gertrude & some thing to the others later. 
             Love,  Min. 
Congratulations to Josh etc. 
  Censored by 
   Capt G. Edwards  MC 
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